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Week 5 Wed July 13
th

  CSA Share:  

- Salad Mix                 - Garlic                   - Lavender  

- Head Lettuce - Cabbage         - Green onions 

- Kale or Collards - Summer Squash   - Pepper 

- Basil    
 

     It is an interesting and challenging task learning to farm.  There is so little that I know, and 

so many things I still have to figure out.  Accomplishing tasks in the most efficient manner 

possible allows any business to thrive, and farming embodies this statement.  Each week I feel 

like I know a little more, even though answers to my questions often find me with more 

questions.  I'm already excited to apply the things I've learned this year to crops this fall and 

next spring.   

      We're pleased to offer our first basil share this week, and I must admit that I agonized over 

this.  I worried that some of the basil leaves were not presentable.  This being said, I would also 

note that  I enjoyed the most damaged leaves myself and found them quite tasty.  In this same 

vein, there may be the occasional bitter leaf in the lettuce bag as we're moving into midsummer 

and fresh tender greens become a battle.  A slightly sweeter salad dressing will accent these 

greens and make for tasty action.   

       Our very first early peppers make for a small but tasty addition this week, more of a hint 

of things to come than anything of substance.  We know this will whet your appetites for the 

oncoming hot crop season (we're sure excited) which approaches rapidly.  Expect the chronic 

jalapeno relish soon, oh boy oh boy :) 

       Softball at Rex's last weekend was super epic.  Play of the game was a tie, between the 

Oni-fall-down-Noah-scramble between second and third, and David's TWO, count em TWO 

slides (one headfirst into home) in one play.  Major action was had.  We're playing again this 

coming Sunday, batting practice at 3:00 game time at 3:30, hope to see you there!  

        HappyDay top shape great success awright.   

                                                     :)  Casey 
 

Please return baskets, plastic and cloth bags clean (no scented soaps please) and dry, thank 

you :) 
 

Casey's Easy Recipe Action 
 

Fried Basil Egg 

Crack eggs in HOT skillet with plenty of oil 



Turn heat down and let egg fry  

Right before flipping egg, place a basil leaf on top of yolk 

Flip egg and basil, cook for one min.  

Serve either solo or over toast 
 

Egg scramble  

Scramble eggs with chopped greens and basil, summer squash, green onions and the little 

pepper.  Tasty breakfasts mmm.  
 

Basil is an awesome addition to sandwiches and purdy near anything else.  Kinda like the 

ranch dressing of the vegetable kingdom, it'll fuegen your snacky right up :)  

 (fuegen:  fway-gen  something super good) 


